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FOUR-WAY WELDED.INTERIOR BEAMmCOLUMN CONNEnTIONS
I. INTRODUCTION
This report is on the second phase of a research project on Welded
Interior Beam-Column Cormections. The main purpose of this phase is to
deterrnin~ the behavior of the four-way connections, whereas the overall·
purpose is to determine when stiffening is required, and, if so, how to
design it. The first phase of the :project was limited to study of "two-
wayll direct welded connections, and is reported in Progress Report No. 10.3).
In this second part of the project the addition of two beams framing
into the coluInn web was made both by direct welded and by top-plate and
stiffened seat type of cormections•. The tefltprocedure was in many re-
spects similar to that USed in the two-way cormections.
The column sections were chosen similar to those used in the two-
way, so as to compare, if possible, the behavior of each four-way beam-
. column cormection with its two-way count~rp~. As far as known, no
four...way tests have been made prior to :these. The interest, therefore,
is centered in the comparative behavior of the two and four-way tests,
namely whether or not the triaxial stresses in column web would cause
premature failure, or whether a beneficial effect might be obtained in
the unstiffened cozmections through the partial stiffening action of the
beams framing onto the column web, the latter applying to the four-way
cormections which are unstiffened. The criterion for a satisfactory
cormection established in Part I has been retained and is stated
completely under THEOREl'ICAL ANALYSIS.
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Fig. 1 - GENERAL VIEW OF TEST IN PROGRESS
Fig. 2 - LATERAL SUPPORT FOR NORTH AND SOUTH BEAMS
..
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2. TEST PROGRAM
This program consisted of three specimens with details as shown
in Table I and in Figure 4. ' Test AA is similar to Test A-4 of the
"Two-Way" series eJCI;ept for two additional l6WF36 beams framing into the
column web and directly welded thereto. In the same manner Test DD is
similar to Test D-12 of the Two-Way Series. Test BB was exploratory in
nature and does not have its two-way counterpart. The beams framing
to the column flanges were 16WF36 as before B.l}d were direct-welded, but
the other pair of beams were l2WF27, the tension flanges of which were
welded to horizontally placed colunm plate stiffeners, the compression
flanges resting on a tee-type seat which also acted as a column stiffener
(but 4 11 away from its ideal location as a stiffener).
TABLE I - PROGRAM OF FOUR-WAY WELDED BEAM-COLUMN TESTS
-
Test Column Web Flange Beam Web Flange Stiffener Stiffener
Size Thickness Thickness Size Thickness Thickness Dimensions
AA 12WF65 0.39 0.606 l6WF36 0.299 0.428 None None
BB l2WF40 0.294 0.516 l6WF36 0.299 0.428 Horiz. 1" thick
l2WF27 ' 0.240 , 0.400 -p'lates 2
that
served
as top
plate ' ,
, .. "," ;
and as
seat
,:':' .- 'I ,- ,
(plate)
,
DD l2WF40 0.294 0.516 19WF36 0'.428
,
ST6w.F32.50.299 Split
tee 22" long
stiff-
ener
I
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3. TEST ARRANGEMENl'
The specimens were fabricated of theWF sections indicated in
Table 1, the beams being each 4'3" long and the columns 9 ft. long•
The testing was done in the 5 million pound Baldwin-Hamilton
machine which provided ample space for placing these speCimens and for
the lateral supports, Figure 1 showing a test in progress~
The specimens were placed in an inverted position in the testing
machine to permit the use of mechanical jacks through which loads were.
applied to the beams. .The magnitude of th~e loads was determined by
tlie use of calibrated dynamometers conn~cted to a strain indicator.
The column load was read by a load capsule in the crosshead of the
machine. Thus this load-indicating device gives readings which represent
the sum total of the loads acting on the upper half' of the column as
situated in the machine. ·When load is applied to the beams through the
jacks, the total load acting on the upper half of the column is the sum
"'-...
of the four beam loads plus the axial load,e:x:i;sting in the lower half
of the column. Inversely, the lower half 0+ the column will be under
an axial load of the total axial load minus the sum of the four beam
loads. This condition of loading had to be watched in the course of
the test to avoid a lIfloating ll or unstaple case. This could have occurred
if the sum of the four beam loads is equal tq the load indicated by
the machine i.e. a case whereby the lower half of the column is under
no'load and free to kick out from its normal position. This t1floatingll
condition did not exist in the specimen ~, bu,t would normally have
existed for the BB and DD specimens usipg.12W.F40 columns 0 since the adopted
working column stress of 14.5 ksi times the area of a 12WF40 is less than
the sum of the maximum beam loads. By exceeding the sum of the beam loads
on the upper half of the column, by about 20 kips, it was assured that the
,
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J"ower half of the column always had enough axial load to supply the
contact pressure needed for frictional forces preventing the column base
from shifting. Thus with 52 kips on each beam it was necessary t.o place
226 kips on the column causing an axial stress of 19.. 2 Ksi instead of the
desired 14.5 Ksi. This merely made the test somewhat more severe on the
Figure 3 is a drawing of the t est arrangement, righted to show the
positioning of loads as found in a typical building connection.. Note that
in this drawing it is the lower section of the column that was subjected
to an axial stress of 14.. 5 Ksi in Test AA and that this stress had to be
exceeded somewhat for T.ests BB and DD to be assured that the top of the
column was in firm contact with the testing maching to prevent possible
lateral shifting should the jacking loads be applied unequally.
3.1 Fabrication:
All welds were in accordance with the A.W.S. specifications and
were made by a qualified weldor. The general procedure for welding was
as follows:
1. Beams and column flame cut to length ..
2. Base and cap plates fillet-welded to the column..
3.. Stiffener plates welded to the beams at the jacking points ...
4. Column stiffeners, if specified, welded in place.. In
Specimen DD, for the welding of the stems' of the ST6WF3205
stiffeners to the column webs, the column was rotated 45°
to permit making the filled welds in the true downhand
position..
5. Beam flanges flame bevelled for butt welds, and cut=outs
made in web to allow for insertion of backing plate for
-'8
the top flange butt welds and for welding past the
web in the bottom flange weld.
•. ~
6•
1
Beams fitted square to the column flanges; 1 II X 411
backup plates tack welded to beam flanges with 3/16 11
min. root' gap; plates carried out beyond edge of flange.
..
7. Butt welds formed at beam-column interface; 1/4 11 fillet
welds between the beam web and the column. All welding
in the downhand position using 3/16 11 dia.. F,..6012 electrodes
for the first pass, and E-6020 electrodes for successive
passes.
8. For Specimens AA and DD, a repeat of items (6) & (7) for
the direct welding of the second pair of beams.
9. For Specimen BB, web beams (12WF27) tack-welded to tee
seats with 1/2 11 clearance between beam and column web •
a. Welds completed between beams and tee-seats.
b. Top stiffener plates positioned, and tacked to
column and to beams, and welds' completed.
3.2 Strain Measur,ements:
Extensive use was made of SR-4 gages to measure strains in the specimens,
the three instrumentation plans' shown in Figures 5, 6, and 7 showing the
location and tyPe of gages. The A-l type was used to measure strains in the
beam flanges and for column alignment in all three tests. The A-5 type was
used to measure ,the strains in the column web and split tee stiffener and
in all places where space called for the use of a shorter gage length. In
,Specimen BB the AX-5 type was used, as shown, to measure strains in aver'"
tical and horizontal direction in the column web.
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303 Deflections:
A precise Wild level was used to measure the vertical deflection of
the beam ends 0 Scales were mounted vertically on the beam flanges and
were easily read to the nearest 0.01". These are shown in Figure 1.
3.4 Local Buckling:
A dial gage was used to measure the local buckling of the beam com-
pression flanges. The gage had extension rods with pointed ends which
were inserted in pairs of center punch marks on the outer edge of the
beam compression flange and on the fillet of the beam web and tension
flange as indicated in Figures"6, and 7. The relative change in length
between these two points is a measure of the local buckling. Readings
were taken in all the four beams of each test at a distance of 6" from
the face of either column flange or weh,•.
30' 'Lateral Buckling:
Lateral support was provided by anchoring the compression flange of
the beams welded to the column flanges to the frame of the testing machine
by means of tie rods at points 3" from the column as shown in Figure 1.
For the beams framing to the column web, lateral support was provided by
confining the free ends of the compression flanges of those beams (see
Figure 2) within two pairs of angles connected to the frame of the testing
machine. The maximum magnitude of the lateral forces as measured by the
lateral dynamometers on the tie rods was about 2 kips.
3.6 Rotation Measurements:
Dial gages mounted on rotation posts, shown in Figure 9we~e
used to measure the overall rotation of the connection and the rotation
of the beams in a region very near to the connection. In the AA test the
rotation of the oolumn web: was also measured.
Rotation is expressed in radians per inch. This was calculated by
adding the ohanges in dial readings of the tension and compression portions
of the beams and dividing by the product of the verticaJ. distance between
the dial gages and the horizontal distance 'between the rotation posts.
The rotation data was taken .part way through the inelastic range to
a point where local buckling in the beam near the rotation post caused
obviously erroneous readings.
3.7 Test Propedure:
The first step in the test was to align the column in the testing
mac~ine~Thiswas accomplished by placing. a trial load on the column and
then observing the strains in the flOUl'··SR-4 gages located at the same
level on the outer edge of the column flanges and shifting the alignment
plates in the cross head of the testing machine until the variation was
not greater than 10% at column working :load.
The sequence of loading in the tests was t:tle same as that used in
the two-way connections:
. .'~
.
1) The colmnn load was increased in five equal increments to
working load, Pw' with no load on the beams. (This load
was the same in the upper and lower portions of the column).
increments to working load, Vv ' while maintaining working
load, Pw' in the column at all times in the portion of the
column below the connection (as in a building, see Fig. 3).
3) The column was subjected to a first overload of 1.65 times
..
. ~.
2) The beam load was increased to 6 kips and then in 3 kip
..
..•..--"
the working load .in three equaJ. increments with working
load maintained in the be$ll,S~ The column load was then
reduced to working load.
4) The beams were loaded ill increments until failure of the
cozmection occurred. The cozmections were considered to
have failed and the testing concluded when the decrease
in beam load was about 15% below the ultimate unless weld
failures took place before that stage was reached.
5) The second column overload of twice the working load was
applied after the beams had received their last jack loads
and the specimen test ended.
In the elastic range, the loads were applied in small increments to
one pair of beams at a time. The deflections of the beams, SR-4 readings,
local buckling, rotation dials and lateral support readings were taken and
the whitewash p"a:tterns recorded at 6 kip increments of beam load. In the
inelastic ·range the equal deflectionS were jacked into opposing beams and
the loads read at suitable intervals.
Control curves of beam load vs. end deflections were maintained
throughout the test •
.-.
4. TEST RESULTS
The results of the three tests conducted on this four-way
connection portion of the project are plotted and illustrate the
following points of interest in the behavior of the connection.
1. Beam load vs. beam deflections
2. Moment-rotation curves for the welded connection
3. Stress distribution in the beam flanges
4. Stress distribution in the stiffened connection of specimen DD
5. Stress distribution in the column web of Specimen BB
6. Comparison graph of load vs. deflections in terms for general
comparison and for comparison with counterpart tests of the
. J
two-way series.
4.1 Deflections and Mode Of Faliure: Test AA.
..............."'-~~~l!lI!II:3IIID ~_
In Specimen AA, under equal jack loads the two beams welded to the
flanges of the column (the east and west beams) deflected more below Py
than the ather. two b~ as shown in Figure 10. Local yield lines
were noted in the column web near the jw?cture of the compression beam
flanges, one of which frames to the column flange and the other to the
column web. These yield lines were well developed at a beam load of
42 kips as shown in Figure 9 (yield lines are partially -obs(';Ured by the
rotation bars and dials). Local buckl~g of the beam flanges was
noticed at a load of 53 kips in the beams framing to the column flanges
8.Q.d at a slightly higher load in the beams fr~ to the column web.
The buckling occtlrred at the beginning of strain hardening range and the
specimen was able to carry increased load. The falling off of the beam
loads was rather slow. When the beam loads had fallen off to 15% of
~u' twice working load was applied, to the cqlumn, the whitewash indicating
-16
.
,. .
A B
Fig. 8 - SPECIMEN AA AT END OF TEST
..
..
West Beam East Beam
Fig. 9 - SPECIMEN AA, SHOWING YIELD LINES ON COLUMN WEB
OPPOSITE THE BEAM COMPRESSION FLANGE
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that the coluinn suffered considerable yielding, but there was no other
evidence of failure in the columno
402 Deflections and Mode of Failureg Test DD
Specimen DO with its 12WF65 split tee stiffeners exhibited a st~Qng
lSltiff connection, see Figure lio The two beams that WeJ;:"16 connecrted to
the stiffeners had very good load and rotation capacitie.'S ~ but the east
and west beams that were connected to the column flanges jwat reached
the required ultimate load and showed a lesser rotation capaClity caused
by a butt weld failure starting at a load of 49 kips 0 The first crack
occu.rred in the west beam at the interface between the column flanges
and the end of the butt weld to the beam tension flange and in.creased
until weld failure penetrated to the fillet welds cormect,ing the beam
web to the column flange as shown in Figure 12 0 At th8.t stage the be!Bl1D.
load was 42 kips (having dropped after reaching ma.xilnUffi of 52 kips)
and the whole tension flange of the west beam was separated from the
column flange, tearing aJilay with it part of:' the colwnn nange steele The
east beam did not suffer this severe condition of weld failureo The tension
flange butt welds of the north and south beams,connected to the stiffeners~
had very small cracks starting at a load of 55 kips j but they did not pro-
gress .any further, and the beam compression flanges buckled as shown in
Figure 140 .As the last deflection increment was being applied to those
beams (the load on the south beam was 40 kips and that on the north beam
I
was 50 0 6 kips with equal deflections of 5 inches) a sudden snapping frac'ture
. .
took place in the butt welds of the tension flanges e The stiffened
connection consisting of the split tee welded to the c olunm did not suffer
any weld failure or excessive deforma:tions o
.,
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Fig. 12 - SPECIMEN DD, SHOWING FAILURE
AT BUT'l' WELD OF WEST BEAM
Fig. 13 - SPECIMEN DD, SHOWING ROTATION DIALS
JUST PRIOR TO RE110VAL
·.
A
Fig o 14 - FAILURE DETAILS, TEST DD
B
..
The beams. did not 'LUldergo HS rrnlch local buckling· as in the .AA
and BB tei3it;s. ..
4.. 3 ,Qeflections \'S:-~ Mode ~Failureg Test· BB
This specimen~ cOI1si.sting of a pair of 16WF36 beams direct-welded
to the column flanges, and a pair of 12WF27 beams each connected to the
column web by a tee seat and top plate, both also serving as column
stil'fener:3, exhibited excellent load and rotation capacities as shown
by Figure 15" The beams eventua.l1y suffered local buckling in the com-
pression flarJ\ges j no weld failures occu:rredo Figure 16 shows the local
yield lines and buckling which took place..
4..4 .!!otation Mea.'5lu'r'ements g
\
The moment=I"otat,ion (M ~~ ) curves for the three tests are shown
in Figu.r.e 17.. In calculating the applied moment a lever arm of four feet
was used for t,he 16WFJ6 beams and 32 inches for the l2WF27 beams, these
being the dtsta.n(~es from the point of load application to the contact point
with the column or to the seat as the case may beo Rotations were plotted
in terI11.".l of the angle change per inch of horizontal distance between the
gage supports.. In this figure the overall rotations of the connection of
Specimens AA~ BB and DD are shown, and for M the column web and welded
connection rotations ~ a.s explained in the sketch in Figure 17, are also
shown.. The e.x:perimental data are compared with the theoretical moment-
rotation ch;BJ:'>a;~teriS'ti,cs of the beams based on an idealized stress-strain
These mament=J.'otation results are in general agreement with those
found in P.t'ogr8SsReport, No .. 1.. In discussing the curves in Figure 17
from left to right t,he following observations are made:
..
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1. For Test BB the connectioniIlvolving the 16WF36 beams,
welded directly to the column flanges, proved to be rather
stiff. Evidently the direct stiffening at the tension
flanges and the indirect stiffening 411 off center 'at the
compression flanges rather effectively prevented the column
web from rotating II1Uch under the applied moments 0 The cormection
involving the 12W'F27 beams framing to the seats and top plates
was considerably more flexible than an equivalent 12WF27:;
however, it may be noted that this flexibility did not
prevent t~e cozmection from: fully ~eeting the established
criteria for a satisfactory connection.
2. For Test DD, the connection invo;rv~g the beams welded
directly to the column flanges proved stiffer than, the other
one. In the plan view of Figure 7 it may be observed that
the stiffness of the other connection, that is welded to the
split tee stiffeners, is mainly dependent on the thickness
of the stem of the tee stiff~er, the flanges of the column.
being too far away to be very effective. On the other hand,
the column web is ably assisted in preventing rotation at
the cozmection by the flanges of the split tee stiffeners.,
3. For Test AA, the cozmection involving the beams welded to the
column flanges, the column .web portion of the connection was
actually stiffened by the flanges ~f the other pair of beams
.and as a co;nsequence proved to be much stiffer than the welded
connection. .The welded cOIlJlection in this case included )11
of the beam, the column flange, and about I" of the column
web (unstiffened).
In comparing the overall unit rotations for Test AA, the
. .
. .
-2-7
obvious results obtaip.ed, name:J.y that the beams directly
welded to the column :web ~d subjeoted to equal opposing
moments provided a stiff c~ectionwhile the other connection,
with only partial stiffening provided, showed considerable
flexibility. As noted elsewhere, the conneotion passed the
criteria for a satisfactClXl:'y' conneotion.
4.5 Stress Distribution in Beam Flanges and Column Web
The d,istribu1iion of the strE!S~ :in the beam flanges for Test AA was
plotted for ea~h beam flange (Figure 18 & 19) and was determined by the
use of longitud:inal stra:in gages. The stresses· were plotted with working
, . .
load Vw' and, 1.5 Vw on the beams, and w~re obta:ined by multiply:ing the
unit stra:in by the modulus of elasticity. In the case of inelastic strains
the stra:in plot was first drawn; this was then· converted to a stress plot
by an appropriate change of scale and by cutting off the strains where they
crosl;3ed the yield stress of the mater~l. High stress concentr.ations at the
oeIl:~~ or t~e beam te:qsion flanges (Figure 18) were observed at 1.5 Vw• In
the beam compression flanges, Figure 19, the stresses were more uniform, but
evidently a sIlllill lateral moment exi~ted also~ as show;n by the higher stresses
on one edge of the beam flanges as o~ared to the opposite edge. In Figure
20 the stress distribution in the oolumn web is shown, but it was impossible
1;.0 show the stress distribution on the center l:ine or the web a~Ll through
because or the welded beam webs framing to the oolumn web.
The a1;love procedure was used to plot the stress distribution' in the
beam flanges of Test DD and the results are given :in Figures 21 and 22 •
These plqts do not indicate any high stress concentrations in the center or_
the beam flanges, but indicate, rather, th~ existance or a lateral moment
as shown in F~gure 21 by the higher stresses on one edge of the beam tension
flanges.
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is a scattering of the' test results 'which appears to indicate that the stresSl~s
in the flanges or these two beams are inf'lu~nced by the actions of the other
pa:1r of beams, such as a Poisson effec~ and the effect or any lateral moments
accidentallyoqcurring. The resu,lts inFj,gur~ 25 or the distribution of
stress in the compression f~ges indicate a fa:1rly uniform distributiml of
str~ss.
\
The stress distribution in the column web, 'fest BB, is given in Figure 26.
The SR-4 gages in Seotions a-a and b-b were placed to map out, if possible, the
stress distribution in the column web opposite the beam compression flanges
framing onto the column flanges. The results far Section b-b were disappointing
in that the SR-4 gages for 1.5 V
w
were obv1ouslj- not functioning right, but
for Section a-a, high stresses were found b:y the gage immed:tately owosite
the beam fi.an;ge, th~ yield point being ~cee~e~at1., Vw• The stress plot
for Section c-e is not significant. Two 9f the connecting lines are shown
dotted merely to tie together corresponding load points; obviously some
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greater stress existed in the column web between these gages which were
impracticable to obtamo
,/
.."
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So TImORETICAL ANALlSIS
The criterion for a satisfactory connection, stated in Progress
Report No o 1(13), has been retained, namely "one which is capable of
developing the theoretical maximum moment of resistance of the beams
(the "plastic moment li ) when working axial load is on the colurrmo A de-
sirable additional quality of a satisfactory connection is one that IIIB.in-
ta:ins its moment capacity for a considerable rotation past the ultimate
load~
iWo analyses were presented in Progress Report Noo 1(13) to the two-
way beam-eolumn connections of that report, both or which were put in suit-
able form for use in designo The first or;J.e, cal:i.ed the Modified AoloSoC.
Method acknowledges that the small area of inelastic strains in the col'WlIl1
web innnediat,ely opposite the beam flange (Figure 27) is not dangerous, that
it merely causes a redistribution or spreading out of the stresses as they
are transmitted to the column webo The resulting basic formula, a modifi-
cation of A.I.S.C. Par. 26(h) is as follows:
u= t(~+4K) ,where o-mustnot exceed 24 Ksi (1)
Notation: R III beam flange area x 20 Ksi
t III column web thickness
N a beam flange thicknes~
k III distance from outside of column flange to web toe
of fillet (value obtained in AISC Manual)
The above formula. presumes no column stiffeners and is in fact the
formula to determine whether or no1? they are required. Should stiffeners
be present the denominator, which is the effective web area of the column,
IllllSt be suitably increased to include the effective area of the stiffenerso
In Progress Report Noo 1 the abovef~ was placed in form to compute
the required thickness of column web, or of the stiffeners, as the case may
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be. These are given here as follows:
.J
For unstiffened columns:
For horizontal plate stiffeners:
For vertical plate stiffeners:
t D R,(inkips)
. e 24(N+4k)
t = (R!24)-tc(N+4k)
s .. b
- t- 1rR!24 -t ]
s 2 LN+4k c
(2)
(4)
.!
... .
Notation: t c - column web thiclmess
t s D stiffener plate thiclmessb l:lI beam flange width
When Formula (1) is applied to the three tests of this four-way
series the following results are obtained.
Table n. Computation of 0" by Modified A.I.S.C.Method
AssUllling No Stiffeners
,
Test R t c N k t(N+4k) ()
AA 60.4 0.395 0.426 1.188 2.044 29.5
DD ·58.0 0.317 0.414 1.125 1.557 37.2
BB 5708 0.316 0.413 1.125 1.553 37.2
The Modified A.I.S.C. Method, accord:1ng -to t~se 0" values, requires
- -
stiffeners for all three tests. Since no stiffeners were provided for
Test AA and s;lnce the connection met the criteria for a satisfactory
connection there is indication that this method is conservative.
The second analysis presented in Progress Report No.1 is named the
Plastic Analysis Method. This approach is shown in Figure 28. It assumes
a stress distributi~ in the beam, loaded to its capacity, Mp, as shown in
Section a-a, and a corresponding stress distribution in the column web at
the end of the flange-to-web fillet as sb:own by Section b-b. The following
formulas resu.l'~:
'.
~.
For unstiff'ened columns
For horizontal plate s'tif'feners
For vertical plate stiffeners
Notation: Ab III area or beam sectiondb • depth of beam. "
(5)
(6)
•. .
The aqove two methods or analysis have been applied to the four-way
tests by proper substitution of values in f'ar1\'lllhs (2) to (7), and the re-
quired thickness~s deterlilined, either of' the column web in the unstiff'ened
connection of' TestAA, or of' the stiff'eners in the case of Tests BB and DDo
The re~ts are given below :in Table III.
Table III. . Comparison of Ana~icalMethods with Actual Results
,
',' ,
•... r
Specimen Reqtd; t c or t Actual Remarks. s
- .
, .
," " }. ;'. .. • • <> • ".. f' ,- • '" ;.- 1:. ,--.-' ..... ". . ..
Mod. A.I.S.C. Plastic tcor t s
. Analysis
AA 0.49" (tc ) 0.56" (tc) 0.39"(tc ) Test passed criteria
--
BB 0.25" (ts )* 0.25 ff (ts ) 0.,5" (Top plate oppositebea In tension flange) •
0.5" (Sea
" at 4" above beam
~~. comPression flange) •
"
Test passed criteria. .-
No 13 i gn of overstress
'.- in any stif'f'eners.
,"
DD 0.25" (t )* 0.46" (tsr 0.60 Test passed criteria ..s
.- ------~----- • ---- ---.._-- - - ....--..---..--
* Thickness governed by AlS:: Par. 18 (c) tha~'-thickness shall be at least
1/40 of' clear distance between colunm f~anges.
A study of the values in Table III show that for Test AA both methods
appear to be conservative. Evidently the beam flanges that were directly
welded to the oolumn web offered oonsiderable stiffening even though they
did not extend the full distano"e between oo111l'lIl'l flanges. For Tests BB and
DD no oomparisons are afforded in that the stiffeners were thicker than
requ:ired and in the tests showed no sign or overstress. In Test BB neither
method has provision for the case where the colunm stiffeners are not posi-
tioned d:irectly opposite the beam compressimflanges. FrDIlt as-tudy or tHo.e
stress distribution in the unstiffened colunm web opposite the beam flanges,
which was deveJ.,oped in. Progress Report No.1, employing the Boussinesq
formula for a sBm1-:in:finite mass subjected to a strip loading, it would.
appear tilllt a horizontal stiffener to be 100% effective, .should be direotly
opposite the beam flange. It loses effeotiveness then dependent on its
distance from this optinmm position. It is reoalled from Part I that crippling
of the oolunm web due ,to the stress concentra1:;ions is not the only mode of
failure but that the entire colunm web between the cOmpt"ession flanges may
eventually b'\1ckle. A st:5;.ffener 4" off oenyeror pressure serves twoptlI"poses
.'
in that it assists in carrying the load oonoentrations through a re-distr"ibu-
tion of the stress,. anti it materially resists any tendency of the colunm web
to buckle.
Admittedly the present analyses do not oover the situation of stiffeners
positioned eccentrically with respeot to the beam flanges they are supposed
to servioe. Further tests are planned for this purpose.
•
•
-.
6 0 DISCUSSION
All three specimens passed the criteria by (1) possessing the
strength to develop the theoretical plastic beam moment, and (2) showing
considerable rotation capacity at peak loads. Test AA, as shown in Figure 29,
was stroI:lger than its two..,way counterpart, Test A-4o This evidently shows
that the gain obtained by the stiffening action provided by the two beams
framing onto the colUl!1t1 web outweighed the effects of the triaxial stresses
which obtained in the four-wa~ests.
The comparison of Test AA with its counterpart the A-4 tes~ indicates,
as a first impression, that no stiffening of' the colUl!1t1 in Test AA is required.
This is true only under the special conditions, namely using beams of equal
depth and subjecting the beams to equal loads. In actual buildings, however,
the case is quite different, the opposing moments being unequaL The colUl!1t1
web is unfavorably situated to transmit localized normal thrusts without
the aid of diaphragms. This becomes accentuated when the beams framing on
to the column web are deeper or ,shallower than the flange beams.
TestpD is compared in Figure 29 with its two-IWay counterpart D-12 0
In bgth tests the split beam stiffeners effectively prevented any buckling
or crippling of the connection. .Test BB had no two-way counterpart.
Not mentioned under THEORETICALANALlSIS is an additional item re-
quired in the design of the SPlit-be~ype stiffeners. As shown in Figure
30 the design moment, M, is to be resisted by the couple set up by t~e two
paj,rs of fillet welds connecting the stem of' the stiffener to the column
web.
M "" Tf or Cf
whence the welds are easily designed. Having designed the weld s~zes the
thickness of the stem of the stiffener should be checked. It should be
approximately equal to the· leg sizeof' the welds.
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For convenience in testing,theobeam. moments have always been equ.al
(for opposite pa1rs) and of opposite sense. The consequence is that the
column web at the connection has not been subjected to substantial shearing
stresses. As .far as a study· or column stiffening is concerned, to carry
the thrusts and tensions .£'.rom the beam flanges, the present tests are be-
lieved to be correctly conceived; hawevez., when the opposing beams have
moments of the same sense (wind moments), shears result in the column web
which may requ.:ire special stiffening such as a pa:ir of diagonal stiffeners
or a doubler plate. This subject has been partially treated by L.S 0 Beedle
in his doctora;l thesis (11) and it is expected that it will be further treated
in th~ next program or t~sts.
Alsore~erved for future tests is the subject of the stiffening procedure
when only one. beam frames to the ~olumn web, With pt"esumably a pair or beams
./
.£'.raming to the column flanges. A similar situation to the above exists in
a four-way connection if the beams framing to the column web are of unequal
I.
depth and in turn of differ~nt depth .£'.r om the flange beams .. '
'."
•
~..
7. SUMMARY
a. Specimen AA; an Ullstiffened connection, in which the column
(12WF65) had a web 0.0390" thick, should, according to the methods
of analysis, have been stiffened; yet it passed the criteria. feno
a satisfactory conne~ by devel~ing the theoretical plastic
beam moments (see FigtJl'9 10) while carrying an axial stress equal
to the usual working stress fqund :in practice (see THEORETICAL
ANAL'YSIS for complete state~t or the criteria). This indicates
that the methods or analysis are conservative :in some cases.
b. Spec1m.en DD, with its split beam-tyPe stiffeners (ST6WF32.5) on
a column (12W40), which obviously requi.:t'ed stiffeners.9 proved to
be mare thBn adequately designed (see Figure 011) and the connection
itself showed no signs of overstress. Butt welds failed, one be-
g:inn~ at practically peak load and progressing as the beam was
deformed, the others fai+:ing just as the test was about to be dis-
continued, the prescribed fall-of'f of the beam loads hav:ing been
reached. There was evidence or an accidental lateral mQlllent as
shown :in Figure 21 by the higher tension stresses obta:in:ing in one
, ' ,
edge or the .beam tension flanges than :in the other edge.
c. Specimen BB, with l6WF36 beamS framing onto the column flanges and
l2WF27 beams franrlng to tee seats welded to the column web and to
top plates which also served as stiffener~, tested very well, fully
meeting the oriteria as shown iri Figure 1" • The horizontal plate
of the ~ee seat also served satisfaatorily asa s:tif~ener even
though it was 4" .. ,,--,'- above the compression flanges of ·the
--=- ~--- ~-~~6WF36 beams fra.m:U1g on the cQlumn.f,l.ang~~ . M~re,t_oests will b~
. ~ ~ '" .
required to estab11sh the. effec;tivenes~ of stiffeners when placed
eccentric to the beam flanges.
-,
• •
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APPENDJX
SUlTIIllBry of Coupon Test Results
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•
Sec1;ion Mark E K~ K~t st y u1to st,.(.; Ksi Ksi Ksi in .. /ino
1/4" Plate 233/p 30,900 4006, 39.87 62000 0.0072,
2,,100 41..02 ~9.74 610,4 0.. 0177,
12 WF 6, 233/W1 ,)0,400 42.57 41.81 67.74 0.015
233/W1 29,700 38.37 38.,4 67.74 0.00675
233/F1 30,100 40.63 40.07 65.57 0.01875
233/F1 30,600 44.28 40.46 64.86 0.200
12, WF 40 233/W2 31,200 47.17 44.16 39.85 68.93 0.021
233M2 30,700 ' 50.00 48.86 43.60 70087
233/F2 31,300 43.47 41.77 37.86 '68000 0.. 017,
233/F2 29,400 42.90 41•.51 37067 68.4, 0001875
16 WF 36 233/W3 29,500 50.58 '. 48.9, 63063
233M3 30,600 47.00 45.66 61064 ' .
233/F3 30,400 41086 40.2, 61.18 000185
233/F3 30,200 , 40.,8 38.98 59099 0..021,
12 WF 27 233/W4 31,200 43070 43.70 38081 61.62
233M4 31,100 .4$~14 41089 37083 61002
233/F4 31,100 40.36 38~6, 34.74 61024 00017,
233/F4 29,800 39.36 38.17 33079 60003 0.02075
Notes t w: lID Web
F lID Flange
...
-.=- •
st lID Strain at strain hardening
uy lID Upper yield pto
y1 ":' Yield 1~ve1
st lID Static yield
ult lID Ultimate strength
t •
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APPENDIX
Calculations for Design of Specimen
Colunms
Working stress on colU11l1lS • 14.5 ksi
derived from AJEC eqn. ! =0 17000-0.485 (~)2
A r
where 1 = 72
r
Structural Section Details
Test Column Size Area ;in2 * Area as Pw 1.65Pw 2Pw
measured
AA l2WF65· 19.11 19.00 ·276 4,5 ,52
BB l2WF40 11.77 11.70 170 280 340
DD l2WF40 11.77 11.49 167 276 334
* AISC handbook value
Analysis of Beams. and Beam-Golwnn 'flange we,Ids
All dimensions of sections as measured on specimens
working :s 20 kSi '
•,.
Bending
Mw= rP = VwL
V = ..:f.y L
V = J!u L , Z: plastio modulus
The calculations are si.milar to those in Progress Report No.1. Lateral
Buckling, local buckling, shear, defleotions and beam rotations were in-
vestigated and cal'CUlations are similar to those found in the Appendix of
Progr~ss Report No. I.
•
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Analysis of Welds for Specimen BB
l2WF27 Beams g
Us:ing wark:ing load and allowable working strel!;lses for the design of
welds, seat,stiffenar, etc••• •• ; then check for ultimate load.
Vw ". 19 kips
T .. c" 684 =57.2 Kips
11.95
Spec. section (26h) AISC:
R .. 24 ksi
t(n+k)
19 == 24 x 0.24 (N+0.813)
Mw .. 19 x 36 = 684 in-kips
- 0.3"
'.'
,-
••
.~
-.
N - 19-4.68 = 2., inches Required bearing length
,.75 .
From Table 25 in the AISC text of Structural Shop Drafting Vol. 2,
the choice is:
411 wide seat; 114" Fillet Welds; L -7"
Plate Thickness 1/2 ft
Top Plate Weld Design:
RequiIled Plate Thickness = 57.2
20 x 9.75
At ultimate load the unit stress will be 125 - 42.7 kis
0.3 x 9.75
Use 1/2 11 Plate
The length of weld available is 9.7, + 2 x 3.75 • 17.25". Using butt
welds on the plate
72';, == 14,00 psi. This is okay sinc~ we are discussing ultimateslxl 2 "'.
Weld connecting Top Plate to Beam Flanges:
The fillet welds are limited to 3/8" size
Workmg stress for 3/811 fillets is 3600 pounds/in.
L ... 8'!
•
Using the factor or safety or 3,we use far design 3 x 3600 1:1 10800 pounds/in
125 1:1 12.5 inches requ·:ired length of weld.0' ,
Length of weld available 6" overhead fillets
6-1/2 11 Fillet on top of flange
Check an Tee seat:
From Grover's "Manualof' Design for P:rc Weldeo. Steel Structures", page 123
R III 23.04 :012
~L:a + 16e2
":I"where D .. "-
16
R .. 23.04 x fs x 914 .. 18.3 kips
~ 64 + 16 (3.2)2
Predicted ultimate R .. 3 x 18.3 a;: 54.9 K
This is .nicely in excess of 41.4, the pt"edicted ultimate load.
•l\.
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Material Dimensions & ~operties
In Figure 29 the average values of all the dimensions of the
WF sect~ons used in the tests is shown.. The calculations of the section
properties are similar to that presented in the Appendix of ProgTess
Report No., 1. In the Table below the different section properties are
shown,:
TABLE SECTION PROPERTIES
•.._~_.
~ ..
\
\
Test Beam Size Area Section Modulus Plastic
Modulus
•
AA 16WF36 10.28 55.,59 62., T3
BB 16WF36 10.29 54 .. 20 61052
12WF27 7.,83 32060 36 ..56
DD 16WF36 10.,24 54.,06 61037
!'.
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